The Denver 2015 Mineral Auction

The Current Denver Show Mineral Auction is winding down and will close tomorrow (Wednesday) at 9 PM Central / 10 PM Eastern time. The bids are still very low and many beautiful specimens are still looking for opening offers, including the gem Sweet Home Rhodochrosite! I hope everyone will take part in the final two days of bidding and take a quality specimen home. All bids and reasonable offers will be accepted for the closing. Proxy bidding is available.

Some Highlights from the Auction!

- Gemmy Rhodochrosite with Hubnerite from the Sweet Home Mine
- Pyromorphite from the MMM Mine in Broken Hill, Australia
- Rare Native Silver crystals on Copper and Calcite from the Mass Mine
- Iridescent Covellite on Quartz from Butte, Montana
- Pearly Smithsonite on Coronadite from Broken Hill, Australia
- Gorgeous specimen of Crocoite crystals on matrix from Tasmania
- Exceptional Plumbogummite ps Pyromorphite crystals from China
- Pink Danburite cluster from San Luis Potosi, Mexico
Aesthetic Native Gold in Quartz from Coolgardie, Western Australia
Triple Beryl var Goshenite cluster from Brazil
Fine herringbone Silver from Port Radium, Northern Territories
Orangish Barite blade clusters on Cerussite from Mibladen
Large cabinet Elmwood combo of Fluorite, Barite, and Sphalerite
Gemmy Emerald crystal on matrix from the Muzo Mine, Colombia
Sapphire crystal on Marble matrix from Pakistan
Large cabinet plate of pink Halite crystals from Searles Lake, California
Gemmy Aquamarine on Muscovite from Chumar Bakhoor, Pakistan
Rare specimen of botryoidal Marcasite from the Amelia Mine in Illinois

and MUCH, much more! Something for every collection!!
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* 
Thanks Again for Making Us Your First Choice for Fine Minerals
* 
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The New Denver 2015 Showroom Update will be Online Very Soon!

Please watch for the showroom update notice!

Link to the First Denver 2015 Showrooms

Kevin Ward - PO Box 91448 - Mobile, AL 36691
www.themineralgallery.com - (251) 648-0541 -
www.exceptionalminerals.com
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